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I NTRODUCT ION

Ap-l ication of the Parabol ized Navier-Stokes (PNS) technique to predict
the three-dirnensi onalI viscous flIow about slender bodies of revolution at
supersonic speeds and small angles of attack has been performed in the past

il a considerable degree of success. 1  fpriua infcnet h
U..Army is the capability that this technique provides in the predi ction of

' the M'aonus force and moment for spinning shell at small angles of attack.2 3
Current efforts in the prediction of the aerodynamics of U.S. Army projectiles

1 .n u pesoicflight are directed towards extending the applicability of the
PNS techn4I que for the calculation of more conplicated flows. Two such appli-
cations are discusse"d in thiis report; the first involves solution of the flow
about a spinning axisyrnetric projectile at six degrees angle of attack with a

rgon of lee side crossflow separation, and, the second, the calculation of
ref o around long LID finned bodies.

the1 flow
PreviOuIs studies1  have presented accurate predictions of pitch plane

aerodynam ic coeff icients for axisyrnmetric projectiles to angles of attack
J. ~ greater than ten degrees. However, accurate predictions of Magnus (side)

force and momen. have been limited to angles of attack between zero and six
degrees. This is due, in part, to the inability of the Baldwin-Lomax turbu-
lence mo.del 5 to properly model regions of lee side crossflow separation.
Degan' and Schiff, 6 who applied the PNS technique to examine the high angle of

W.~ .c~re~, .2 '.linand C. 7. Bus,, "Computatioral Parametric Studw of
the Aerod:yncimics of,- Spinning Bodies at Supersonic Speeds," U.S. Army

3a~lsti Reearh Lbortory, Aberdeen Provinj Ground, Varyland, ARBRE-
7R23,Aumwut 2961. (AD AI974}

f, "C~" omp natos o.-, thie Maanus F-fec- fcr

K ndroaiesc in, Supersonic W'au," U1.S. Arrmry Ballistic Rese~zrck
Lortory, Aede Po-i. GroundMryad ARBRL-TR-023854, Decem. -r

3.L.P. Sc;,-i" and W.B. Sture:, "Numerical Simulation or Steady Supersonic
FLo2, Over a,- O i ye Cylinder Boattai. Body," U.S. Army' Ballistic Researc
Lliboratory,, Aberdeen Proz~'inq G-round, 'kar,7oland, ARBRIL-TR-02363, Septemb er
19~81. (A; A10606021

4. M. ?Mo'Werter, R.W. Noack and W.L. Qberkampf, "Evaluation, of' Invisci2,
Boundary Layer and ParaboLized Navier-Stokes Solutions for Desiar 0: 1
Reen try Ve;-,i*-'eq," AITAA Paper No. ;4-0486, 22nd Aerospace Sciences
~'eetiy7c, J7anuirv 1984.

B. .S. Pa~dh?'zn ar~i q. Lorax, "TkziY Layer Ap-pro--imo,?3io- and Al ebra>* Vodel'
fo-r Se -ro-teiCu!en w, Al7A. Paoer No. ?6-2U 7, 26t; Aero ::o tc

Sc;e c --e~i i', . x7r. Z7,10

Pointed ioi7,es at L -r Ye ncdce"AIAA Paper No. 83-0034, 2:s: A I-ro s pi2c
Scincep ee tin,~au 19813 .
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attack flow about cones and a Secant-Ogive-Cylinder (S0C) projectile configur-
ation, concluded that near regions of crossflow separation the values of the
eddy viscosity obtained from the Baldwin and Lomax model were much too high.
To overcome this probhlem, they applied, with a significant degree of success,
an approach which limits the eddy viscosity to values that are more realis-
tic. In this report, modifications similar to those of Degani and Schiff are
applied to computations for a Secant-Ogive-Cylinder-Boattail (SOCBT) projec-
tile configuration at 6.3 degrees angle of attack, Mach 3, with and without
spin. The results are compared to predictions obtained with the original
Baldwin and Lomax turbulence model and to wind tunnel measurements.

The second set of results presented in this report concerns the applica-
tion of the PNS technique to predict the aerodynamics of long L/D finned
bodies. Quite recently, several papers have reported the application of the
PrS technique to examine the aerodynamic of finned body configurations. 7 - 10

The computations for the finned body configuration examined in Reference 10,
resemblinq a long L/D kinetic energy (KE) penetrator projectile, were, in the
oj-inion o, the authors, not fully successful. Solutions over the finned por-
tion of the body were only obtained using large amounts of smoothing and a
coarse grid near the fin surface. Additionally, it was later discovered that
increased circu-ferential grid resolution is required over the long L17
axisy-ietric forebody. The results presented in this report address these
areas of deficiency in the previous calculation. Predicted pitch-plane aero-
dynamic coefficients for long L/D (20-35 caliber) axisymmetric kinetic energy
penetrator forehodies at Mach 4 and 5, and two degrees angle of attack, are
presented and compared with available wind tunnel data. Significantly im-

proved resilts are then presented for a complete finned body configuration at
Mlach numbhers 3, 4 and 5, and two degrees angle of attack.

II. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE

Calculation of the flow field over the body is accomplished using the
Parabolized %avier-Stokes technique. The PNS technique allows the solution to

7. .'. Rai ,,i D.S. Chaassee, "New Implicit Boundary Procedures: Theory
an_ Apic3t o'x7," AIAA Paper No. 83-0123, 21st Aerospace Scie7ces
f.'eetinJnzr 9Z

*8. A,.M. Pai, r.S. Chaussee avnd Y.P,. Risk, "Calculation of Viscous Supersonic
FZos Over Finned Boies," AIAA Paper No. 83-1667, Danwerp, MA, Juhii
1983.

*9 J '. Jettmar, "-acu>2tiovw of Viscous Supersonic Flow Over Finned 8o:i e,
"sir: 0 'Ti-Fir:' Approxtuzt£on," AIAA Paper No. 84-2114, AIAA
A.t :m'r'1 '> F. Z~ ve 2,~: P ~ r Jeu~ , A u u st 1.954.

T"'- F' : -.c , K:2 .cr r S Streo' ,"PC2m: i

~~~~r~- 7~z '~c~~- -:ii 7 #: oL~ a,- Sur o<oz 1e c
AITAA Paper NH. 84-2118, AIAA Atmospheri Flig3ht Iechvnics Corfere.;rr,

10
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he spacially marched along the body in the main flow direction due to the par-
abolic nature of the governing equations. An initial plane of data is re-
quired to begin the space marching procedure and may be obtained eit:her from
an auxiliary calculation or from a conical starting procedure, as has bee-.
done for the results presented here. Both the space marching and conical
starting procedures are outlined below.

A. Space Marchinq Procedure

The thin-layer Parabolized Navier-Stokes computational technique devel-
oped hy Schiff and Steger 1 1 has been employed to ca',ilate the flow downstream
of the nose tip. The governing steady thin-layer equations in strong conser-
vative form and generalized coordinates are written below:

s F a 1 a (S

where C, n, C are the generalized coordinate variables as displayed in Figure
1 and defined below.

= t(x) is the longitudinal (marching) coordinate

n = n(x,y,z) is the circumferential coordinate

= (x,yz) is the near normal coordinate.

This vector equation represents the thin-layer approximation to the equa-
tions of mass, momentum and energy conservation in the three coordinate direc-

tions. The inviscid flux vectors Es , F and G and the matrix of viscous terms,

S, are functions of the dependent variables represented by the vector,
q(p, pu, pv, pw, e), where p is the density; u, v and w are the velocity com-
ponents in the three spacial directions x, y and z; and e is the total energy
per unit volume.

The paraholized Navier-Stokes equations are solved using a conservative,
approximately factored, implicit, finite-difference numerical algorithm as
formulated by Beam and Warming. 12  Further details of the numerical method may
be found in Reference 11. Fitting of the outer bow shock has been performed

:1. L.B. S;-7 J Ste"r, "N.Ler.Ste Sinu7ation o' Stead, Supersorni
ViScouAs Fow," AJAA Paper No. 79-i13(, I"th Aerospoce SaierceF 'eetin-

:c. R. 3em an- z.. ,, "rnImplicit Fatorei Sc;?em for e S
ib~e Nao-er-Stokes Eqzations," A:AA joarnaZ, Vol. 16, No. 4, :97 , p,.

11



in these calculations, and details of the implicit boundary procedure as

implemented hy Rai and Chaussee may he found in Reference 7.

F. Conical Starting Solutions

The initial plane of data required to begin the marching procedure is ob-
tained using the marching code by assuming conical flow at the tip of the pro-
jectile. By selecting a conical grid and initially setting the flow field
variables to the free stream values, the solution is marched one step down the
body. The solution is then scaled hack to the original station according to
the conical flo assumption and again marched a single step. This procedure
is repeated until a converged solution is obtained. The convergence criterion
for the conical starting solutions applied here was that the change in density
between successive iterations was less than 10- 5 times the free strear!1 value
for each of the points on the body. This converged solution is then used as
the initial plane of data in the marching procedure.

It should be noted that for calculations involving spinning projectiles,
the conical starting procedure introduces a small error since the circumferen-
tial velocity at the body surface changes with longitudinal position, viola-
,in/i the conical flow assur';tion. This error is small, however, and the cor-
rect circu ferential velocity at the body surface is accounted for as the so-
lution is arched downstream.

C. Turbilence Model

A f ily tu,'rbulent houndary layer has been simulated in each of the re-
ported PNS calculations using a two-layer eddy viscosity model. For the long
L,/ forehody and the finned body configurations, the original turbulence model
of Baldwin and Lomax 5 was applied. Moderate angle of attack solutions for the
axisymetric shell configuration were obtained using both the original Baldwin
and Lo:.x model and the modified model. Both of these models are described
hel ow:.

1. Baldwin and Lomax Model. The two-layer, Cebeci-type, algebraic tur-
bulence rmodel reported by Baldwi n and Lomax been used with considerable suc-
cess throughout many applications of the thin-layer Navier-Stokes codes. The
model accounts for the effects of turbulence through an eddy viscosity coeffi-
cient, pt, and utilizes a purely local analysis of the turbulent region.

In the original formulation of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model,
the turbulent eddy viscosity coefficient, pt, is defined separately in an

inner region, close to the body, and an outer region, as shown below;

(1t) inner y Yc 
(2)

(ut) outer YC < y

where y is "he rea ig stance fro" the body surface and yc is the s-.llest

val r of y at wh-c. tr-j inner- and outer values of it are equal

1? ................................................
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Within the inner ren-on, the turbulent eddy viscosity coefficient is
defined using a m xing lergth model

(wt)inner = P 2 1I1 (3)

where the length scale, k, U defined as

: ky [1 - exp(-y+/A+)]. (4)

k and A+ are constants, Ijw is the magnitude of the local vorticity vector,

and y" is the nondinensional boundary layer coordinate defined below,

'P T" y. (5)
w w

The subscript "w" represents the values at the body surface.

In the outer region, for attached boundary layers, the turbulent eddy
viscosity is defined

(wt)outer = K CcpPFWAKE FKLEB(y) (6)

where K and Cc- are constants, and FFLEB(Y) is the K' lebanoff intermittency

factor, which is equal to I at the wall, and decreases out from the wall.

FWAtI' is given by

FWAKE = Ymax Fmax (7)

where Fmax and Ymax are determined from the function

F(y) = y Ijw [I. - exp (-y+/A+)] (8)

Fma x is the maximum value of F(y) along a radial profile from the wall to the

13
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boundary layer edge. The value of y at which this maximum occurs is defined

as Ymax" Further details of the model can he found in Reference 5.

For analysis of the turbulent boundary layer along projectiles at
small angles of attack (0 < a < 4), the Baldwin-Lomax model performs satisfac-
torily due, in part, to the well-behaved variations of Fmax and Ymax, both

axially and circumferentially. The lack of crossflow separation allows a
local profile of F(y) to attain a single, well-defined peak. Accuracy in the
selection of the exact location of a peak in F(y) is enhanced by fitting a
curve between three radial grid points at every body location.

2. Turbulence Model Modification. In order to obtain successful pre-
dictions of flow fields containing regions of crossflow separation, modifica-
tions to the original Baldwin and Lomax model have been necessary. The ap-
proach reported by Degani and Schiff6 has been adopted here in an initial
attempt to compute the complex flow behavior associated with crossflow separa-
tion and to determine the extent to which such a strategy may be applied to
spinning and nonspinning boattailed projectiles.

In Reference 6, computations for a nonspinning Secant-Ogive-Cylinder
(no bottail) projectile configuration revealed that the values of the outer
eddy viscosity calculated_ by the original Baldwin-Lomax model were much too
high in the regions of crossflow separation. The cause was determined to be
an ambiguity in determining the peak in F(y) (Equation 8). Over much of the
leeward side of the projectile, the radial profile of F(y) developed a second,
extraneous peal due to the shedding of a vortex sheet associated with cross-
flow separation at six degrees angle of attack and greater. The behavior of
the function F(y) caused a meaningless length scale to he chosen. This same
behavior of the function F(y) was also repeatedly observed during the course
of the current study.

The strategy implemented here is similar to that of Degani and
Schiff: limit the values of Fmax and Ymax obtained by the original model by
anticipating the uncontrolled growth of the function F(y). For each axial
station, a maximum value of the scaling length Ymax is defined as 1.8 times
the value of Ymax on the windward ray.

The implementation proceeds for each roll angle, starting from the
windward ray and ending along the leeward ray. When the local Ymax exceeds

the maximun allowed Ymax, it is "clipped" to the maximum allowed value. Fmax

and Ymax are then frozen with respect to roll angle until the local value of

Ymax is again found to lie within the maximum allowed value. A peak in F(y)
is defined if the value of F(y) drops below 90% of the local maximum. Where
two separate, distinct peaks in F(y) exist, the peak closer to the body is
chosen. If the two peaks in F(y) merge into one abnormally large peak (or a
peak cannot be found at all), the value of Fmax is frozen at the value used

for- the previous roll angle and the value of Ynax is set equal to 1.P times

the value on the wind;ard side.

14



Figures 2 and 3 show the representative behavior of Friax and Ymax

for the original and modified Baldwin-Lomax formulations for the nonspinning
SOCRT at six degrees angle of attack. At each longitudinal position, constant
values of Fma x and Ymax are assigned over much of the leeward face of the
projectile. The longitudinal variation, although not shown here, varies
smoothly since it is controlled by the smooth behavior on the windward side.
it is worth noting here that the cutoff points for Fmax and Ymax in Figure 2

do not necessarily represent the roll angles where crossflow separation actu-
ally occurs; they merely reflect the factor of 1.8 being introduced into the
selection process. Furthermore, interpolating between three radial points to
increase the accuracy of the peak locations of F(y) was discontinued where-
ever the cutoff strategy was applied.

III. RESULTS

A. Shell Configuration at Moderate Angle of Attack

Results were ohtained primarily for the six caliber SOCBT configuration
shown in Finure 4 at Mach 3, C.3 degrees angle of attack, with and without
spin, for flow conditions duplicating that of the experiments. 13- 1 Addition-
al results were also computed for the same projectile with no boattail (SOC)
to establish effects of presence of a 7' boattail.

The grid for these computations consisted of 45 exponentially stretched
points between the body and the shock and an equal spacing of points circum-
ferentially at 5' increments. For the case of zero spin, calculations were
performed in a half plane by applying a symmetry boundary condition along the
midplane of the body, while the computations with spin were carried out in a
full circumferential plane. To properly resolve the viscous effects, the ra-
dial grid resolution at the body surface was controlled such that the nondi-
mensional boundary layer coordinate, y , was approximately 5 at the first
point above the wall for all roll angles. This was accomplished through the

13. R.P. Reklis and W.B. Sturek, "Surface Pressure Measurements on Slender
Bodies at Anl.e of Attack at Supersonic Speeds," U.S. Army Ballistic
Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, ARBRL-MR-02876,
November 1978. (AD A064097)

14. C.J. Nietubicz and K.O. Opalka, "Supersonic Wind Tunnel Measurements of
Static and ?agnus Aerodynamic Coefficients for Projectile Shapes with
Tangent and Secant Ogive Noses," U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory,
Aberdeen Provin2 Ground, Marrlani, ARBRL-MR-02991, February 1980. (AD
A083297)

15. L.D. Kayser a,-i W.5. Sturek, "Turbulent Boundary Lauer M'eas!remP,-ts on
t;c Boattai" Section: of' a Ya7.ed, Spinnin,- Projectile Skapc at 'k 3.!,"
U.S. Army Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Provin2 Ground,
Maryland, ARBrL-mR-02880, November 1978. (AD A065355)
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adaptive grid technique first reported in Reference 2. The computational grid
was generated algebraically for this axisymmetric configuration.

The marching step size and smoothing parameters employed for the SOC and
SOCBT configurations were chosen according to the results presented in Refer-
ence 10. The marching step size at the nose tip was .01 calibers and was
increased by 5% every 15 steps to a value of .03 calibers at the tail end of
the projectile. Only fourth-order explicit smoothing was applied in these
computations and was set equal to 5 times the step size. All SOC and SOCBT
results were generated on a CDC 7600 computer with a speed of .00247 CPU
sec/step/grid point. The total run times were approximately 30 minutes for a
nonspin case and 60 minutes for a spin case.

Computations were performed by applying either the original Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model or the modified turbulence model over the entire length of
the projectile.

1. Nons'pin Case. For the case of zero spin, the initial appearance and
downstream growth of the separated region on the lee side of the SOC and SOCBT
projectiles can be clearly traced in Figures 5a and 5b. The circumferential
location of crossflow separation is defined as the roll angle(s) at which the
circumferential shear at the wall changes sign. The region of crossflow sepa-
ration appears on the leeward side at an axial location of approximately 4
calibers and immediately begins to widen circumferentially around the projec-
tile. ThE pred.cted axial position where crossflow separation initially
appears and the size of the separated region is somewhat sensitive to whether
the original or modified model is applied. It is also apparent that a major
effect of the hoattail is to cause this separated region to broaden further
around the projectile.

The computed longitudinal surface pressure distributions on the wind
and lee sides of the SOCBT at a = 6.30 are compared to experiment in Figure
6. The modified turbulence model was used for these computations. The agree-
ment is quite good, most notaoly in the vicinities of discontinuities in
stream wise surface curvature. The well-behaved longitudinal variation of
surface pressures is used here as an indicator of the suitability of the
marching step size and the smoothing parameters chosen.

The computed circumferential surface pressure distributions upstream
of the boattail agree well with experiment with or without the modifications
to the turbulence model, as was previously reported in Reference 6. In con-
trast, Figure 7 shows a comparison of circumferential surface pressure distri-
bution near the end of the boattail configuration for the original and modi-
fied turbulence models compared with experimental measurement. The improve-
ment in agreement due to the modified turbulence model is twofold. First, the
agreement in trend on the leeward side is much improved; and second, the mag-
nitude of the pressure on the windward side agrees within 1%.

The general effect of the modified turbulence model on longitudinal
velocity profiles is shown in Figure 8. For zero spin, at roll angles where
the turhulence scaling lengths are "clipped", a distinct deficit in the pro-
file is consistently generated.
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For zero spin, Figures 9a, 9b and 9c show longitudinal velocity pro-
files near the end of the boattail for the original and modified turbulence
models compared to experiment. These three roll angles are inclided in the
region of separation as defined in Figure 5b. At roll angles 120' and 150',
the modified turbulence model gives acceptable agreement with experiment and
shows favorable trends compared to the original turbulence model. At roll
angle 180', however, the modified model gives a less favorable agreement with
experiment. This implies that the modified turbulence model, as implemented
here, does not provide an appropriate length scale near roll angle 1800.

Very little difference in the predicted aerodynamic forces and
moments was observed using either the original or modified turbulence model
for the nonspinning shell.

2. Spin Case. A more sensitive test of the performance of the modified
turbulence model is the prediction of the Magnus effect for a spinning shell.
Application of the modified turbulence model to the spin case, it was hoped,
would follow directly from the case of zero spin. However, initial results
indicated that the cutoff distance for Ymax (1.8 times the value on the wind-

ward side) was too strict for the case of spin. By relaxing the cutoff dis-
tance to 3.0 times the value on the windward side, better agreement was oh-
tained between computation and experiment.

The development of Magnus force (sign convention given in Figure 10)
over the spinning SOCBT projectile is shown in Figure 11. Both the original
and modified turbulence models yield good agreement with experiment. If, when
applying the modified model, the cutoff distance factor for Ymax had been set

to 1.8 rather than 3.0, the Magnus force would have been overpredicted by 20%.

The effect of the modified turbulence model on the longitudinal ve-
locity profiles foi the spin case compared to experiment is shown in Figures
12a thru 12c. As for the nonspin case, the modified turbulence model causes a
velocity deficit compared to the original model. At roll angle 21Y0, the
modified model agrees substantially better with experiment than the original
model. At roll angles 1200 and 2400, the overall agreement is satisfactory.
At roll angle 1800 (not shown here) the agreement is less favorable.

B. Long L/D Finned Body Configurations

The results for long L/D finned body configurations are presented in two
parts. First, results are presented for smooth axisymmetric forebodies of a
shape typical of kinetic energy penetrators and comparisons made with wind
tunnel data. Results are then presented for a complete finned body configura-
tion (forebody plus fins) and comparisons made with inviscid code predictions
and with free-flight range data.

1. Forebodies. Computations have been performed using the PNS technique
to examine the effect of length to diarieter ratio (LID) on the aerodynarics of
axisymnetric kinetic energy penetrator forehodies and the results compared
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with wind tunnel data.16 Figure 13 shows the forebody shape as modeled in the
wind tunnel tests. The primary difference between the computational model and
the wind tunnel model is that the small step decrease in diameter over the aft
portion of the wind tunnel model forehody has been neglected in the computa-
tional model. This difference, it is felt, should not have a significant
effect on the prediction of pitch-plane aerodynamic coefficients.

The qridding for these calculations consisted of 60 points from the
body to the shock and 37 points circumferentially around the body in the half
plane of symmetry. The circumferential gridding was chosen after performing
a study exam7ining the effect of circu-ferential resolution on an eight degree
cone-cylinder configuration, for free-flight conditions, Mach 4, and free
stream ReynolJ's number (based on body diameter) of 3.2 million. Figure 14
shows the development of the normal force over the body for varying degrees of
circurferentia -esolution. While 19 circumferential points may be adequate
for calculations of short L/D bodies, such as shell configurations, long L/D
bodies require more resolution for accurate solution. Circumferential resolu-
tion oT 37 points and above app)ears to give adequate resolution for these long
axisymmetric bodies.

Results are presented here for Mach numbers of 4 and 5, 2c angle of
attacL', and turbjlent flow conditions over the body. Free stream conditions
corresponding to the wind tunnel test conditions have been used. Constant
wall temperature boundary conditions, (wall temperature = 294K.) were also
applied at the body surface.

After obtaining the initial plane of data from the conical marching
procedure at a position 0.53 calibers from the nose, the solution was marched
down the body using a step size of .021 calibers, The spacing from the wall
to the first point above the wall was adjusted so that the first point above
the wall was within the laminar sublayer; the boundary layer coordinate, v
was maintained less than five.

Figure 15 and 1C show the development of the normal force and pitch-
ing moment (referenced to the projectile nose) over the body at Mach 4 and 2'
angle c attack. Good agreement is seen between the computation and the ex-
periment at 25 calibers. Scatter in the experimental data at 35 calibers is
evident, eiphasizing the difficulties in performing such a test for these long
bodies.

Similar agreement is seen for the results at Mach 5 and 20 angle of
attacV, shown in Figures 17 and 18. Again, scatter in the experimental data
is evident at the higher L/D's.

Figure 19 shows the effect of Mach number and Reynold's number on
the development of normal force over the body. Here, the results discussed
above for Mach 4 (Re = 0.41 million, based on body diameter) and Mach 5 (Re =
0.54 million) are shown along with a free-flight calculation at Mach 4 (Re =

C¢. F. Brando-r, "mrivate co-tm-uications," unpublisheJ wini tu-ne' datf, l..S.
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2.2 million). Evidently 4r th's tMach number and Reynold's number regime, both
Mach number and Reynold's number are significant parameters to be simulated.
While computations can, -j some degree, simulate both Reynold's and Mach num-
bers, such simulation is difficult in the wind tunnel and suggests the need to
scale the wind tunnel data to free flight conditions for these long L/D
bodies.

The effect of length to diameter ratio on the development of normal
force can also be deduced from Figure 19. For shorter bodies, L/D < 12, the
development of normal force increases significantly with L/D, and the vari-
ation is due almost purely to inviscid effects. For larger L/D's, the vari-
ation of normal force wiA; L/D is smaller, and is dominated primarily by
viscous effects. For length to diameter ratios greater than about 20, the
normal force, in the range of Reynold's numbers of interest, shows a small
increase due to the thickening of the boundary layer.

2. Finned Projectile Configuration. The finned body configuration for
which calculations have been performed closely resembles the M735 Army projec-
tile. The modeled finned body configuration is characterized by a conical
nose section joined to a smooth cy?'nd-ical main body with six symmetrical
swe2t fins at..... te the aft section of the ro'Jectile. Figure 20 depicts
the basic dimensions of this configuration. The actual projectile differs
frorm the riodeled projectile in that the actual projectile has: (I) circumfer-
ential grooves over much of the cylindrical portion of the body to prevent the
sabot from sliding off the body in the gun tube; (2) fins which have a non-
symmetrical sectional geometry to induce roll, and (3) a slightly rounded
nose. Modeling the projectile with a sharp nose and symmetrical fin section
are not the result of inherent limitations of the computational model, but
rather a matter of convenience for these initial calculations. While modeling
of the sabot grooves may be possible using surface blowing, wind tunnel re-
sults have shown that such grooves have almost no effect on the value of nor-
mal force and pitching moment. These grooves do, however, have a noticeable
elfect on drag, particularly at higher angle of attack. 6

A shadowgraph of the actual projectile in flight at !Mach 4.3 is
shown in Figure 21 and displays some of the relevant features of the flow
field; a bow shock wave emanating from the nose of the projectile, shocks at
the leading edge of the fins, expansion waves at the cone-cylinder junction,
and a boundary layer which increases along the body.

Results are presented here for Mach number of 3, 4 and 5, 20 angle
of attack, and turbulent flow conditions over the body. Atmospheric flight
conditions were simulated by maintaining the body temperature at the free
stream value of 294K. Calculations were made with two of the fins oriented
vertically, enabling a half plane of symmetry to he applied.

An initial plane of data was generated using the conical step back
* procedure at position 0.36 calihers from the nose. The solution was then
* marched down the hody to a position near the beginning of the fins using a

step size of 0.014 calibers, 60 points from the body to the shock, and 121
points circumferentially about the body in the half plane of symmetry. Over
the cone-cylinder portion of the body only fourth-order explicit smooth4nq was
used. Spacing from the wall to the first point above the wall was again main-

tained so that at least one point was in the laminar sublayer.
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the nnce on the finned portion of the body, the grid was obtained

through the use o' an elliptic grid generator. 7  Points on the body surface
were clustered near the leading edge of the fins, as shown in Figure 22.
Figures 2a and h show a cross section of the grid on the finned pori on of
the body at an axial location on X/D = 13.2. Grid points are clustered near
the body to resolve the boundary layer.

Substantial difficulty had been encountered in previous calcula-
tions' 0  in marching the solution over the finned portion of the body. Prior

* sol'.tions were only obtained using large amounts of smoothing and a coarse
. grid which did not properly resolve the viscous layer over the fins. For the

current set of calculations, a small fillet was applied axially from the cone-
cylinder onto the leading edge of the fins. The fillet, of constant radius,
began 0.07 calibers in front of the fins and ended at a position where it be-
came tangent to the leading edge of the fins. This allowed a solution to be
obtained with significantly improved resolution of the boundary layer over the
fins and with only 5% of the previously applied smoothing. Current values of
s'noothinn 7 used for these calculations are shown in Table 1. In marching the
solution over the finned portion of the body, the step size was reduced from
0.014 calibers to 0.0072 calibers.

Tahle ". Sriothin 7aramneters for Finned Body Calculations

SMOTUF I S
PAPA!1ETEPS CONE-CYLINDER M = 3 M = 4 M = 5

SML' 0.015 0.05 0.05 0.025

S9U 1 0. 0.1 0.1 O.05

EPSA 0. 0.05 0.05 0.025

IPSE 0. 0.05 0.05 0.025

Figure 24 displays the pressure along the body on the wind and lee
sides and at a roll angle of 90' at Mach 4. A sharp rise in pressure on the
leading edge of the wind and lee fins is seen, followed by a sharp drop at the
axial location where the fin reaches its maximum span. Over the finned por-
tion of the body the € = 90' line shows a jump in pressure due to the inter-
action of the shocks from the adjacent fins. It is interesting to note that,
due to the significant reduction in smoothing required to generate a solution,
the pressure predicted on the leading edge of the fins is smaller than that

" , o" J.ypcrsoizC Viscous Flow Ovpr Arbitrar:, ;c_?,trier
"
' '- f r.' AAA Paclrr Y.. 8-0050, January ' .
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previously calculated, and the jump in pressure due to the interaction of the
shocks is more pronounce,-.

Figure 25 shows the development of the normal force coefficient over
the body. The normal force coefficient shows a moderate contribution due to
the conical nose and cylindrical portion of the body and a larger contribution
due to the finned portion of the body. In this figure comparison is made with
results obtained with the NSWC inviscid code (SWIT)18 and range data 19 for
the actual projectile configuration. The SWINT code solves the Euler equa-
tions for the supersonic flow over bodies with fins and/or wings and for the
external flow about bodies with inlets. The code makes use of the thin fin
approximation, collapsing each fin along a single radial plane in the grid.
The fin leading edges must be sharp and cannot extend beyond the bow shock.
Variations in the fin cross section geometry can be accounted for in the code
by the application of appropriate local analysis such as shock compression and
Prandtl-!'1eyer expansion theories, though this has not been utilized in the
computations presented here. For the current SWINT computations, the fins
have been modeled as a flat plate of zero thickness.

Development of the normal force as predicted by the PNS and SWINT
codes compare well, particularly over the cone-cylinder portion of the body.
For forehodies with L/D's greater than the current configuration, differences
in the viscous (P',S and inviscid (SWINT) code predictions can be expected due
to viscous effects. (Figure I-, previously presented, shows little effect of
Reynold's number at L/0's less tman about 12.) Over the finned portion of the
hody, slightly more lift is being predicted in PNS computations. Good agree-
ment between the total value of normal force for both procedures is seen com-
pared with the range data.

The variation of the predicted values of the slope of the normal
force and pitching moment coefficients with Mach number are compared with the
values predicted by the SWINT code and with range data in Figures 26 and 27.
(Pitching moment here has been referenced to the center of gravity shown in
Figure 20.) The PNS code is seen to predict slightly larger values of normal
force and pitching moment compared with the range data and inviscid code pre-
dictions at Mach 3 and 4. PUS and inviscid code predictions agree very well
at Mach 5. Differences in agreement between the PNS and inviscid code predic-
tions at Mach 3 and 4 occur almost entirely over the finned portion of the
body, though at this point such differences can not be attributed entirely to
viscous effects. It should be noted again that the exact fin geometry has not
been modeled in either the PNS or SWINT computations. Efforts to model the
fin geometry as closely as possible are underway.

>. A. . W~rdiu, Jr., .P. Bata<s, J..f. Solomon and L.R. Hackerm-7, "Ar
Aletkod for Tactica, MissiZe Confi guration.," A'SW

19. Unpubiis;ied rapijge data, U.S. Army BaZlistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen
Proiin 7rour,,i, Mary la-' .
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An additional calculation at Mach 3 was run over the finned portior
of the body using 1.8. points circumferentially in the half plane. Variations
in the predicted values of normal force between the computations with 121 and
181 circumferential points was less than a tenth of a percent. Comparisons of
the circumferential pressure distribution at several axial stations showed
very little difference. This result established that the current circumferen-
tial resolution of 121 points was adequate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A. Computations at Moderate Angle of Attack

Computational results for SOC and SOCBT shell configurations with and
without spin have been generated at angle of attack 6.30. One set of results
employs a modification to the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model; the other set of
results uses the model in its original form. Both sets of results were com-
pared to available wind tunnel data in order to assess the predictive capa-
bility for flows with crossflow separation at this angle of attack.

For the case of zero spin, the modified turbulence model significantly
improved the agreement of circumferential pressure distributions where cross-
flow se paration is present. Velocity profile comparisons on the hoattail were
generally improved, with the modified model consistently generating a velocity
deficit compared to the original model. The variation between the predicted
pitch plane and drag coefficients using the original and modified turbulence
models was very small, and the coefficients were in good agreement with
experiment.

For the case with spin (PD/V = .19), the modified turbulence model had to
be relaxed to obtain good agreement with experimental Magnus force and veloc-
ity profile data. The need to allow larger scaling lengths for the case of
spin is evidence that characteristic differences may exist in the turbulence

. modeling requirements for spinning and nonspinning bodies with crossflow
-" separation.

" B. Computations for Long L/D Finned Body Configurations

Results of the computations for the long L/D axisymmetric forebodies show
good agreement with the wind tunnel data for pitch-plane aerodynamic coeffi-
cients at L/D's of 20 and 25. Scatter in the experimental data at higher
L/D's makes comparisons difficult. The computations demonstrate the impor-
tance of considering viscous effects for these long bodies.

Computations were performed for the finned body configuration and show
encouraging agreement with range data and inviscid code predictions. Computa-
tions were obtained with significantly improved resolution of the viscous
layer on the fins and without the need for large amounts of smoothing over
this portion of the body, compared to results previously obtained.
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Figure 22. Grid on Body Surface on Finned Portion of Projectile
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a : speed of sound

Cm = pitching moment coefficient

Cm = dCm/da, slope of the pitching moment coefficient

CN = normal force coefficient

CN = dCN/dz, slope of the normal force coefficient

Cy = Magnus (side) force coefficient

D = diameter of model

e = total energy per unit volume of fluid, normalized by p a2

E sF,G - flux vectors of transformed gas dynamic equation

L = projectile length

M = Mach number

P = pressure normalized by poa 2

PD/V nondimensicnal spin rate about model axis

Re - Reynold's number per unit length, p.M a./u.

Re : Reynold's number, p a D/p.0

ReD Reynold's number based on diameter p.Ma.D/u.

Sviscous flux vector

u,vw Cartesian velocity components along the x, y, z axis,
respectively, normalized by a.

x,y,z = physical Cartesian coordinates

y+ = distance from wall in law of the wall coordinates

a= angle of attack

P coefficient of viscosity, normalized by free stream value

lt turbulent eddy viscosity coefficient

= computational coordinates in the axial, circumferential, and
radial directions
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd)

p = density, normnalized by free-stream density

= shear stress

= circumferential angular coordinate

* - local vorticity vector

Subscripts

CD free-stream conditions

- w = body surface values
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